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FOREWORD 



Foreword 

Dr. l!harlt1s Pannett (1934), Professor of' Surgery at 

the University of London, has voiced the prevailing opinion 

of surgeons at large when he summarizes the problems of 

spinal anesthesia, "Two uncertainties dominate the situa

tion! the extent o.f the anesthetic field produced, and 

the magnitude of the fall in blood pressure. R It is the 

problem of the vascular hypotension encountered in this 

type of anesthesia that is the concern of this paper. 

Especial attention is given to the question of' the patho

genesis of the phenomenon because of' its significance as 

a basis for the rational clinical use of subarachnoid an

esthesia. Throughout, established experimental evidence 

is felt to be more sound than purely clinical opinion. 

The drawbacks of spinal anesthesia, of which hypoten

sion is probably the most grave, have but recently stimu

lated such vitriolic condemnation as that of Bevan (1933), 

despi te such enthus iastic praise as that of Babcock (19:34) 

and a host of others. Even in the clinic of Bier, first 

to use spinal anesthesia in Europe, the method is no long

er in use (60), while in thousands of clinics its use is 

gaining constantly. Unquestionably, spinal anesthesia is 

firmly entrenched as an operative adjunct, because its 

accompanying advantages of remarkable relaxation, absence 

of interfering distended loops of bowel, and smooth post-
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operative course have attracted great numbers of prominent 

surgeons to its use. 

Within the past few years, however, discerning ex.peri-

mental evidence and clinical observation ha.ve nlaced it 

UDon a more ra.tlonal basis for true advance. Because much 

of the recent investigation has been toward the analysis 

and control of the justly alarming hypotension, the subject 

is felt to be a timely one. It has not been attempted to 

advoca.te B.ny certa.in theory, technic, or drug, but to pre-

sent the most authoritative opinion upon these subjects. 

Except when the reference is from an indirect source, the 

name of the author, followed by the year of his article, 

is given .. 

The historical resume preceding the discussion is a 

rather general consideration, largely clinical in nature, 
. . 

of the development of spinal anesthesia. The more snec-

1f1c advances pertaining to the question of blood pressure 

changes are mentioned under the appropriate divisions of 

the tonic. 

Through constant usage in the literature, the term 

"spinal anesthesia" has become so identified with the 

more corpect term of "subarachnoid analgesia rt that the lat-

ter terminology is rarely encountered. Undoubtedly, the 

second designation is supertor, both to describe its physio-

logic effect, and to distinguish it from other types of 
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block about the spine - sacral, caudal, paravertebral, 

and more recently, the peridural block advocated by Dog

liotti (1934). Case (1928) urged the abandonment of the 

term ltspinal anesthesialt because of the stigma of pre'.judice 

that has existed in the lay mind against this type of 

anesthesia, a prejudice that is engendered, he thinks, be

cause of the word u spinal". However, in this monograph, 

noattempt is made to exclude the looser term since it is 

so frequently encountered. 
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History 

From the recent wide-spread use of sninal Bnesthesia 

for surgical nurnoses, and the animated controversy that 

nervades. the current literatu~e on the subject, one is 

ant to consider it a new development. Actually, however, 

it is now half a century since its introduction by J. 

Leonard Corning of New York (1885). Although suba~achnoid 

block Is called "Bier's Method" in Germany, Corning anti

ciuated Bier by fully fifteen years. 

That Corning was the first to block the snlnal cord 

is evident fro~ ~i~ article in the New vork Medical Journal 

Vol. XLII, pg. 48~, "Sninal Anesthesia and Local Medication 

of the Cord". After saying he i~ nresenting 8. nrocedure 

which 'Josseeses the merit of novelty. he continues, "Some 

time since, I began a series of exneriments with a view to 

determining whether the local medication of the cord was 

wi t~l.in the range of nractical achievement. The drug made 

use of VlaS the hydrochlorate of cocaine .•... I decided to 

inject the anesthetic between the ~jninous nrocesses of the 

lower dorsal vertebrae •..•. I honed to produce a ter::Dorary 

condition of things 8nalagous in its nhysiologtcal conse

quences to the effects observed in transverse myelitj_s or 

total section of the cord .••.. Whgther the method will 

eve~ find anplication as a substitute for etherization in 

genitourinary or other branches of surgery, further 
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exnerience alone can 811m'!. Be the destiny of the observa-

tion what it may. it has seemed to me, on the whole, worth 

rd " 'I reco. lng.' 

In 1896 Bier, in Germany, wishing to amnutate the 

foot of a na~ ent unable to take inhalation anesthesia. 

recalled Corning's observations. ahd using cocaine, ne1'-

formed the first actual surgery under spinal anesthesia. 

So enthusiastic was Bier at the success of the analgesia. 

that he and his assistant. }Uldebrandt, administered the 

anesthetic to eBch nther in order to de~cribe their sensa-

tiona. Three years later. Bier renorted a series of six 

cases in which he had uRed sninal anesthesia clihically. 

Months later, Tuffier, in Prance. ignorant of Bier's 'N01'K, 

nerformed sninal anesthesia under identical. conditions. 

In 1900" Tuffier and Hallion introduced their diffusion 

nulle technic. v/h:Lch hecame the main standard for clinical 

snina1 BJ.,esthesia. (7) (60) 

~here has been some controversy as to who nerforned 

the first oneretian under sninal anesthesia in America. 

Tai t and Calglieri. or 1\':8 tas • The canfuE> ion aros e from 

the fqct that although the firs t narned surgeons nerfol>med 

ar_ oneraVnn for osteomyelitis on October 26. 189Q, they 

did not renort their case until Anril, 1900, while matas, 

as early as December 30, 1899, Dublished his account of a 

hemorrhoidectomy performed on December 10. lS99.(Matas,1928) 



The introduction of Flo :C'neau ' s s tovaine in 1904, and 

ot'her anesthetic drugs of les~3 toxicity than G()caine. gave 

a decided i~netus to soinal anesthesia. To 1909, Jonnesco 

and his mmi Is had O1Jera ted unon 'TIOT'e tha:n '700 pa tien ts, 

and some 5.000 operations in all had been credited by this 

method. (81) 

Especially active in this country were Babcock, 

Gwathmey, and ~!;:orton. Babcock began using sninal anestheBia 

routinely in 1904, and exnerimented with light and heavy 

anesthetizing solutions. In England, Barker, McGavin, 

Leedham-Green. and Tyrell Gray pioneered in this field.(8l) 

The technics which beca'11e adonted vlere the diffusion 

nulle technic of Tuffier, mentioned above; a diffusion '01"0----
grer;~ive techni~ of Le Filliatrs; the general spinal anes-

thesia technic of' .Tonnesco; and! diffusion homogene, or 

injection brusque technic of Delmas. (80) 

The World Yiar afforded an excellent opportunity to ob-

serve spinal ar:.esthesia in surgery, and very favor-able 

results were reported, such as those ~entioned by arile 

(1934), where the danger of onera ti ve sh ock was a vj tal 

factor. 

Pitkin's articles, in 1927 and 1928, on the control of 

sninal anesthesia renewed interest in the light and heavy 

Rnesthetlzing solutions long used by Babcock. and in the 
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use of strychnine. first tried by GwatJ:1riJey and Jonnesco. 

but discarded by the latter after 16 years of use~ "!\oster' 

charrmioned head and neck surgery under the technic advo-

cated by ,)onnesco for Y:'!any years. These articles, toget1:"ler 

with those of Labat, S:ise. and others which apneared the 

pame year. stimulated universal interest. Encouraged. !n

creasing numbers of surgeons adopted sninal 9.l'lesthesi8, 

until today it is the anesthetic of choic,e in Glinic~, 

thI'oughout the ':Jorld. 
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Pathogenesis 

The phenomenon of a rudden fall of blond oressure 

"vas among the early symotoms associated wi th sD:inal anes-

thesia.Bier (1899) noted it. ar,d Tuffier and Hallion 

(1900) nentioned it specifically, and advanced a theory to 

exnlain its occurrence. Early observers noted that it was 

at tjrr~es very great. l)ut thought it of secondary i1':1Dortance, 

since the danger of respiratory failure as a result of the 

diffusion of the drug to the brain overshadowed the gravity 

of the c:irculatory d:i.sorders. 'rhe cardiovascular deDres-

s ion Vias thou gh t to be nne of the cardi ne.l symotoms by 

which the toxicity of the drug made itself ~anifest. (49) 

The observe tioD of its occurrence has been cormlOn knowledge 

si nce thf-'c t time, though the W:8chanism of its nroduction 

long lay in obscurity. 

In 1929 Evans described the blood Dressure changes that 

occurred with a tynical • 1 
S!)lY1.a..L anes thetic as fo llovis : 

(a) A s light rise during the lumbar l)tincture and the 

( b ) 

period of injection. rTTh' 
'1,.1..1.18 may last from 5 to 15 

minutes. and is due to the puncture and excitment. 

-Pn" 1 J... ct ..... -I.. , 8~alle~in extent than 

the succeeding fall. 

( c) Then the main fall in blood nres sure Yv'hich will 

vary directly with the height and concentration 

of the anesthetic. 
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CoTul (1934) has given this nic"Gure of the vascular 

changes: The typical curve consists of a Drelimir,ary fall, 

beginntng a few secor:ds after injection. an intermediate 

rise within a rninute or tv/o, and a secondary fall, wh.ich 

begins in frOlYJ five to twer,ty minutes after the injection 

and whose duration is longer and roughly nroDortionate 

to the dos e of the novo cain. 

The magnitude of the hynotension is a variable. de-

Dendent UDon several factors later considered. Suffice 

it to say at this thue that i t ~"'1ay r'ange from only an in-

significant fall to so com t llete a droD that, as Hi1.Jman 

so aptly expressed it "the blood pressure ~as nothing over 

zero It. Experimentally, Perguson and North (1932) fOt..lnd an 

average drop of 56 Der cent of the original Dressur~using 

dogs in their observations. Clinically, Hyman (1933) in a 

study of 3.000 sninal anesthesia l'ecords found 8. droD in 

92.,1 per cent of the cases that averaged 10.38 n1m. of 

mercury, the lTlsgnitude of the droD varying directly with the 

height of the origir,al systoltic pressure. 

Leriche (1928) named the most salient reason for the 

retar-ded nrogres s of subarachnoid block ,,.{hen he said Hit 

has been the rdsfor-tune of s"C',inal anesthesia not to have 

interested the nhys:tolo It if only comnarativeJy 

recqntly that exnerimental evidence ~as changed srinal 

anesthesia from an en'nirical to a rational -fJrocec'lure. 
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This present period in which the natho1ogic. physiologic 

and chemic changes are investigated in the most ircportant 

era of sninal anesthesta, according to Vehrs (1934). 

Ii concention the neuro-anatomy and physiology of 

the blood preesure control together INi th an understaYlding 

of the pharmacological action of the anesthetic drug unon 

that neuro-anatomy and ·ohys iology forT0s a necessary back-

grmlnd for an exnlanation of the nathogene9is of blood nres-

sure control. Evans (l929) gives this description of the 

neuro-anatomy involved: Under :'1.ormal conditions the blood 

vessels throughout the body aT'e under the tnfluence of 

tonic constrictor inmulses conducted by syropathetj.c neT'ves. 

These irrroulses have their origjn in the 'T'edulla where they 

are controlJed by a vasomotor certer. 

They Das~ down the cord as far as the dorsal region 

8nd leave i. t through the anteY'~ or roots. p~s thr whi 1B rami 

co:::-:rnunic.ates they Das,' to the ganglia of the s;Y!l1pathetic 

trunk, one of which extel"'ds along each side of the anterior 

portion of the vertebral column. }?rOfj the se ganglia they are 

distrl 1)uted acc.ording to their destination. 

(a) The nerve fibers su~nlying the blood veseels for 

the "l1.se.d and neck leave the co~('d i!Vi th tr.8 first four thoracic 

ner'ves. The;/ ascend the sympathetic trunk to the superior 

cervical ~ . gang ..... lon, from which fibeTs arise which nass along 

the carotid artery and its branches to the head.. 



(b) The ftbers sUPplying the UDPer extremity leave 

the co:rd betvlreen tl; e fourth lind ~enth verte brs1 segments 

and Das:' up the s;!r:mathetic trunk to ganglia whope fibers, 

after leaving the gray rami, join the cervical nerves tbat 

form the brachial plexus. 

(c) The fibers su~.)nl~'lin_g~ tl'15 lovJer~ extrer1ities arid 

Derlneum leave the cord with the eleventh thoracic to the 

third lur:lbar nerve roots. 'rhey pass dorm the sympathetic 

trunk to ganglia vlhose fibers en tel' the lumbar and sGcral 

nerves that fori:] the 8acral Dlexus. 

(u.) ,!'he fibers supplying the viscera leave the cord 

wi th the lower seven thoracic rnld the uDper tbree lumbar 

nerve roots. 'T1hey form mo~'t of the 1"i (Jers ~f the white 

rar-d but go wj thout interruntion throJJgh tr-8 gang1ia of the 

sY~P8thetic trunk to the solar nlexus and other large intra-

abdoelinal . ganglia. Prom these intra-abdominal ganglia 

fibers arise 'vvhlch supply the blood vessels of the viscep&. 

These are a Dart of those fibers which, after leaving the 

neI've roots. go to fo:rm the splanchnic r.erves. 

The background of the investi ore of the arLesth.etic 

drug reach~'s back to ~"ajer.die" descriptiJI]'1 of the cerebro-

~Dinal circulation in 1825. In 1859 Nierman isolated the 

alkaloid of cocoa leaves - cocaine, ap it beca~e known -

and shortly after, in 1862, Schraff reported its local 

analgesic nrooerties. Next, Robin Vircho% and von Monokow 
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describ~ed the intricate subarachnoid cerebrospinal cir-

culBtion. Weed then advanced the description of its embryo-

logic and mature structure, giving the anatonic 1J8ths in 

the brain and cord by which crystalloids were carried to 

the nerve roots, nerve fibers, and nerve cel~_s ':Jy -::;he 

Dixon, Koch, San tes clin gave the bas i s for proof and the 

laws which govern sensory and motor selectivity for the 

cocaine series, and further showed a measure of difference 

of sJlectivit:T between the sensory and motor rcerves. and the 

sequence of block ~y novocaine of the fibers of each system.· 

(80) • Gasser and Erlanger (1929) studied trac:l.ngs obtained 

by photographing the deflexion of a galvanometer string 

produced IJy ill1 electrical lmpulse passing through nerve 

f1bers. C71he curve nroduced by ;:;uch ~,n impUlse is character-

istic,. and. is sLTtilar to an electrocardiogr1a))h in its \l1T2ive 

tracings. CertB.1.n v;raves can be identified as due to motor 

investigators showed that a cGcanized nerve nroduced a trac-

ing in vl'"hich the motor wa.ve re:maineo intact, but the sensory 

Vias oblit,erated. Han 80m and BishoD investigated and c1a881-

fled the nerlle action currents, and Evans classified their 

resPonse. Babcock eXDerimenJeedifii th both light and heavy 

novocaine r.olu tions in small amounts. (80 ) 



It should be noted that wi th a definite lmowledge of 

histology and b:.natomic descrintions of' the intraco:":'dal and 

intracerebral fluid circulation, novocaine fixation was 

not considered as combining extra- and int1'acordal block in 

8ninaJ anesthesia. but was described as simple extracordal 

rlSr'T6 root block. Extra- and intraco1'dal novocaine fixation 

or transection of the cord was described by Vehrs in 1931 

an d 193:';, who alE: 0 peY':'Ol"'med chemi c c~uanta ti 'Ie analy s is of 

novocainized cis ternal fluid around the nel'ves and centers 

of t.he br8instern. GoTui and ~'tandard (1932) cor'l'oborated 

these findings. ThoITlnson (1934) made fUrther chemic studies. 

Fergo.son and North (1932) measu ['ed the fall in hloGel 

n1'e s SUre 8.S a result of severance nerve lJlock or both 

segmen~al blook of the sympathetic nerve fibers. (AO) 

Lundy and Essex (1931) have reported the natho1ogicchanges 

produced by novocaine in the cords of dogs. Davis (1931), 

Lindemulder (1932). Hosenb1oorrr and VHnograd (19.31) (190i~), 

Vehrs (1931) described regional sensory spinal anal-

ges ia and general sT1inal [;r~e sthe s ia through extra - and intra-

cordalolock; Grad iY1Sky and Baker (1933) brought forth the 

first real chemical proof of transection of the ne~v~and 

cord in subarachnoid nerve block. 

diGZO sts.in. they demonstrated Denetration ·of' the cord by 

the novocaine and that anesthes~_a may be the result either 



of action upon the nerve roots or upon the sensory trac'ts 

within the cord and brain. Vehrs (1934) graphically depict

ed the speed of nerve fixation, and gave the boundaries of 

sensory and ~otor block together with the concentrations 

of novocaine which produce it. He also discussed the 

chemistry of' novocainization and denovocainization of the 

spinal fluid in regional and general spinal anesthesia. 

In the light of these investigations, how, then, does 

the anesthetic drug act upon the neuro-anatomy previously 

described to produce vasomotor pa.resis'? Let us first con

sider the architecture of the cerebrospinal circulation. 

Vehrs(1934) has described it in this fashion: Thecerebro

spinal arachnoid system consists of a communicating net

work of' channels, surrounding and permeating the cord and 

brain.. The surrounding spaces are the subdural and arach

noid snaces. The internal spaces are the ventricles, the 

aqueduct of Fallopius and the central canal of the cord. 

Virchow and Robin first described these penetrating chan

nels as vascular channels, surrounding the arteries and 

lined with pia cells. The arachnoid lies between the art

ery and pia, containing cerebrospinal fluid, communicating 

with the perineural spaces around each nerve cell and fiber 

within the brain and cord, and with the subarachnoid spaces 

around the brain and cord .. 

Having accented a proven pattern for the cerebrospinal 
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subarac~~oid circulation around and within the cord, it is 

easy to follow the effect of novocaine diffusion in that 

f1uid. Physiologic block of all ascending and descending 

afferent fibers with total paralysis below the point of 

block, as in the compartment subdural block as performed 

by Ferguson and North (1932), is just as sufficient pr60f 

of the correctness of the ~lnatomic descriution of the arach-

noid by Virchow, Robin, and Weed as in the intraneural and 

intracordal stain reaction of Grodinsky and Baker (1933), as 

Vehrs !,1934) points out. 

Let us next review the attempts that have been made to 

exulain and clarify the vascular hypotensin itself. First, 

Tuffier and Hallion (1900), noting rise in pressure on stim-

lJ.lation of the splancl].nics, advanced the theor'Y that it was 

due to action on the cord and nerve roots. However, Doenitz 

(190;) and Klapp (1904), working independently, thought ab-

sorption into the circulation to be the causative factor. 

Heineke and L8.evven (1906) concluded that the drop in 
to 

blood pressure was due a direct action upon the nerve 

centers rather thanto:ab~orption of'the drtig ihto1the cir-

cula tion. Y,Vi th intravenous injection of cocaine they found 

only a short, immediate fall of blood pressure, but an im-

mediate, intensive, 1ong-lasting fall in the pressure with 

subarachnoid in.iection. In.jection below a ligature placed 

about the upper thoracic cord caused only a slight fall; in-

jection above the ligature caused abrupt, severe fall of 
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30 to 50 per cent and death. 

G~ay fond Parsons (1912.) suggested that the fa 11 l:l.ight 

08 clue to accumUlation of blood in the capillaries of the 

relaxed skeletal muscles, and stressed the intimate 1'e1a-

tion of blood DJ'eC'Eure and cost~l 1)[H'al~rsi8, a theory later 

Smith and Porter (1915) 

fo110wt a now old and difcarded theo:r'y of tr'8.umatic shock, 

found a greater fall in blood. Dressure when the anesthetic 

was confined to the thoracic as compared to the lumbar and 

cervlcal regions, & nd hence assumed tha t the paralysiE; of 

the s1Jlanchnics, vvith resulting cHlitatinn arId forr-tatioD of 

& "sD1anchnic bool" V'las the causatt ve factor. 

Schilf and Ziegner (1924), using ligatures also confined 

anesthia to the various regians of the cOl"d. The sharp 

t~orBcic fall they also attributed to naralysis of the splan-

chnics. Babcock (1925) refers to this snlanchnic paralysis 

as the main cause of lowered blood D~e3sure. Bower and 

!"'Il"rk ('02P-\ v c, ~L.J .... ) I noted, after cervical in~ection of stovaine, 

8 denression of blood DreSRu~e fo!lowing a depression of res-

Diration, hnd concluded that the alterations of' blood nres-

sure were secondary ~o a resniratory depression. 

Fe san and North (lQ32), in the experments nreviosly 

mentioned, conclude that the fall of blood ~ressure cannot 

be exnlained on the basis of splanch1"1ic paralysis. Division 
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of the splanclmics produced only slight alteration of the 

g~neral blood pressure, and the typical fall of spinal 

anesthesia could be prod'J.ced in . ., anlYna..LS with b6th splanch-

nics severed. There was also slowing of the heart. The 

entire vaso~otor system participates, they decided, in a 

vasodilttation. and the degree of blood pressure depression 

is in direct rEt tio to the number of wlli te rBmi anes thetized. 

Kremer and 'ii/right ) 1(;");32) se ctioned tile splanchni cs with 

similar findings. 

BO'{ver, Clark,Nagoner, and Burns (1932), vlfOrking along 

the lines of their 1926 experiments, attributed the fall 

in blood pressure with thoracic and cervical iniections to 
, LI 

interference with respiration and the loss of sucking 

action of the ches t upon the right side of the heart. [,<yo-

ca:l'dial weakne"'s, and not vasomotor naralysis, then. would 

~e the cause of. the hynotension. ,Seevers and 

also spoke of the effect on the heart. with the collection 

of large amounts of blood in the dilated periuheral vessels 

leaving less to return to the auricles; hence B diminished 

outuut. 

Isenberg and Lundy (19~2) pointed to resiratory paral-

ys is, Q:ndi f'oQYld, in their exner-ience, that if BI'tificial 

respiration was continued ,after complete respiratory paral-

ysis, the blood pressure would remain satisfaotory. Co~ui 

and Standt=trd (1932) concluded that [jrocaine through diY'ect 



action on the meaD_IIa produces respiratory and vasomotor 

1 i h .. J.. d .. '-b 1.... attribut.ed para ya s w en lYlJeCGe, ..Lnto 'IJ ~e c~ S t,er'na magna, and 'IDie 
'-. ;\ 

fact that paralys is of the respir'a tory center occurred 

first to e~ther the BU~Dosition that the vasomotor center 

is· @.i-i;.~~:p. not eX00sed anatomically to the procaine, or 

that it is more resistent. 

Grodinsky and Baker (1933) found 8 drop in blood pres-

sure before a depression in respiration. A typical fall 

tn blood pressure occurred desnite artificial respirationo 

They conchHled that any theoY'y placing the mechanisJll of 

blood pressure fall upon a basis of myocardial weakness, 

1'esultingfvG>m interference with respiration, was untenable. 

They ad0mitted that this latter phenomenon occurred. but 

only in a concomitant relation to blood pressure fall rather 

than in one of cause and effect. They also granted that. 

vlfi th complete cessation of I'espiration, there is an addition-

13.1 sharp fall in blood pressure (after a preliminary atiOK-

emic rise) due to cardiac failure. but that this was a 

terminal phenomenon and not the ordina.ry fall cOJ1patible 

with safe anesthesia.. Since they found no change in total 

blood volume, they contended that the usual fall in blood 

pressure ',mst ha'Je been due to reduction in Beripheral 

resistance; hence the anesthetic must have af'fected the 

vasomotor system, the only accessible parts of which being 

the vaso:::notor center in the medu'la or the vasomotor fibors 

-Ivithin the cord or nerve roots'pregangl:'Lordc sympathetic 
, 

PJO 'be-nc,) 
0' ••. "L 1.-) '". 
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Along thf:. sa::ne lines. Angeles co and Buzoianu (1934) 

say the Drb"ary element determining the s"01nal anesthetic 

h;}Tpotens i ve mechanism is the neuro-vegeta ti ve sye tem. The.y 

say thA cause of vas culur hypotens ion du:;.ning and after 

8Dinal anesthesia is vegetative hYPo-flmDhotony. -oredomin-

a"te ly symDa thet! c, '{vhi ell deDends on the anes tnes ia of the 

medullated nervous elements forming cOYlseguently an integ-

1'81 Dart of the anesthesia. Spinal anesthesia not only 

paralyzes the (LOtOY' elements controlling muscular cont:r'&ct-

ion J or' the S$IlSory elements of the medulla, but also paral-

yzes indifferent degrees the function of the vago-syrnpath-

etic vegetative 1"'edullary centers. They contend that the 

variability of the hypotension. conditions of intraspinal 

injection being equal, depends fundamentb.lly lX:)On the var-

iable state of vegetative equilibriu.m in diffeI'ent patients .. 

Thoi11"i)SOn (19~)4) emphas izes that the colla DBe of eir eu-

lation and resulant bulbar anemia appear to be intimately 

associated witt respiratory paralysis. The deficiency of 

circulation is the result of an extensive action of the 

drug cn the nerve elements of the filaments of the spinal 

cord. uroducing naralysis of the costal respiration. The 

results of these effects are a loss of vascular tone, and 

changes In circulatory mechanisms. fo'r 'lvhi ch COl11DenSa t ion 

can.11.ot be made by trIe centpal nervous system. He advances 

the followi~g obsevations in su~portof his contentions: 

(1) A comnarison of the changes of cerebrospinal flu,id 



Dre8 8~}re, "["'roduced before and after- ircduction of spinal 
~ 

anesthesia by drugs which cause a rise or fall of blood 

r;respure, demonstrated in the 8.Eirnals stud~_ej that trw 

functi0n of the entire sym~athetic system was abolished 

by t:he sr;inal anesttlesis.. 

(2) Paralysis of the vital centers of resniration 

and vasomotor control, produced by nrocaine injected into 

the ventricles of dogs, is of short duratton, and recovery 

is complete. vrovided artifical resniration is adequately 

rnaintained throughout t!l.e period of. paralysis. Were the 

res!:liratory failure nroduced solely by naralysis of the 

centers, recovery would take place far more quickly and 

in a different !ranner than is Ftctually the case. 

(:3) Gis ternal fluid obtained at th2 time of resnira tOJl'Y 

failure following sDinal anesthesia did not cantain enough 

'Orocaine to nl'oduce an effect on the centers of an intact 

animal when in~ected into the ventricles. 

( , \ 
CJ: ) Paralysis of resniratton did not occur when a fall 

of blood pressure did not take nlace, or was ~revented 

byoreliminary administration of ephedrine .. 

(~) Recovery of respiration was PTeceded ~n all instan-

ces by imDrove:o:ent in the circulation. 

GoTui (1934) explains the typical blood pressure curve, 

quoted earlier by saying tb.at the effect of the novocaine 

solution in the immediate vicinity of ~he injection is to 

C&11Se P 8r2.1y~is Of~9 sninal Tlerves v;hicll, o~ C0iJ.::se, irl-
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elude tbe vas O[(lo+;or nerves. Tili s account s for the prim-

ary fall. This primary fall 'IEJ r163 from 10 to 50 per 

cent of t~e nor~al hlood pressure and 1s apnarently af-

fect96 by the tyne of basal anesthesia oreviouslv admin-- ~ 

iatered. The as yet unaffected vasomotor nerves cause a 

vasoconstrj_ction to copper.sate for the fall, thus account-

ing for the intermediate rise. Then, as the drug spreads 

upward. the hitherto unaffecte~ vasomotor nerves become 

Daralyzed one by one, causing the se concl~u'y fall ~ The 

f~irst ;:;art of this eXD18~nation Vias 11erlfied. b.?" a stu.dy 

of the ':-olume 0'" one of the hind legs.. Concomi tant wi t11 

blood oressure there was an increase in vol-

ume of t:':le limb, a fa ct nrevious ly observed exneri:TIental-

ly. and also noted by Babcock (1934) by observations of 

anesthesia. To Drove that the jnterme~iate period of re-

covery VIElS clue to comDensetion of +:}1e 1JrlRffected spinal 

nerves, CoTui flooded the whole sDinal simultaneously 

with novocaine 20lution. No intermediate rise was noted; 

on tb.e contrary. there 'Nas. a steady fPc11. The same ef-

feet ];18 nr'oduceci by inJecting 11 large vclu-,iJO of' nnesthe-

tizing solution thl'cu.gh t1:1~ U8UBI lmnbar tap. The sec-

ondary fBll mentioned above CoTui found to be more grad-

URI than thB nrirnary fell, the duration denending some-

what upon the dose given. 

To S'7~ilu.8.te th.ls c,onf1icti];.g tallgle of e"Jide:::ce is 
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In .~'3;\eral, account-Por :it; eitb.er (1) absorption of' t:le 

d:'c1g 1nto the circulation, as ftrst aav[:1,Dced by Doenitz 

(1903) and Klapp (1904), or (2) direct actipn on the nerve 

l~oots, cord, or medulla. 8.S first suggested by Reineke and 

Laewen (1906). 

The f'ir· s t the or;y ':1a~ no eXD8 ~i r"ent:.l1 eviden ce to sup-

'Jort it, and must he discarded. The second CB.n be accept-

ed fully, in the light of experimental investigation. AS 

to the relative importance of the factors that may result 

froill this direct action, there is still Tarked disagree-

rr:.ent. The followiYlg summary is given considering the 

various resultant factors suggested: 

(1) Paralysis 8@lectively of tIle spla"nchnics, 
--~'-------.-----------

the formation of a ttsplanch.."'1ic pool" of the blood.. This 

theory was advanced by Smith and Porter (1915), and was 

widely accepted as the predominating cause by ~ost clinic-
i 

lans, ,"uch as B&.bcock r.l925), Labat (192E3), and others. 

The observations of Ferguson and IJorth (H?;32), Bower 'at a1 

( 1932 ), and ethers of !this per- lod, however ~ dea 1 t a death 

hlow to th:tB explanat Clinicians had long observed the 

bloodless condition of splanchnic; viscera, and were 

quick to abandon theirl previous stand. 
! 

(2) P&ralysis of &11 the vasoconstrictor fibers in the 

- d' t' . , " . , .• reache, oy ne anes"['ne I~l_~ Wl "Cd resultant dilit~tion 

of the peripheral vessels involved.. Gray aEd parsons (1911) 



first emphasized this factor. and now most observers hold 

t~at it is an i~portHnt factor; Ferguson and North (1032), 

Seevers and ers (19~2), Grodinsky sna Baker (1933), 

and Pannett (19~4). Babcock ~4), however, considers the 

neripheral vasoparesis to be only a ffiinor cause of the 

':1ypotensiOll D Ferguson and North (1932) and Bower et al 

believe 

essure c~ange is due to dilitatiOn 

ities, and two thirds to vasodilitation in the head, neck, 

thorax, and its contents. Pamlett (1934) suggest that the 

eat prenonderance of the blood accumulatton is in the 

trunk and lo·wer limbs. 

intercostal and nhrenic nerves, 

with a dimin~shed asiratory _pction of the thorax ?~p.ding 

less blood to the heart. Bower'j3t al (1932) and Seevers and 

Waters (1932) think it &' ~ital factor overshadowing other 

considerations, as does Babcock (1934) who cites the work 

a110ntng the vagus to restrict heart action. Evans (1929) 

mentions it as a cause of lowered blood ~ressure, AS do 

Ferguson d 'H ~, • b (19'" '"' ) 0 -'I t:~. 1 (1 C> '7 c> \ RYl ~~OI L. J. ,jG, ,jOwer e.J c' _';>'-'G) > 

the .. ana t om. 1 c 

the 4th thoracic segment to be an important factor. 



(5) Paralysis of the medullary centers. CoTui and 

Standard (19~2), Bower et &1 (1932), SiBe (1932), Grod-

insk:y and Baker (1933), CoTui (1933) (1934), Angelesco 

and Buzianu (1934), and others adn.it this effect to be 

important, but Thompson (1934) denies that it is a factor 

in the average anesthesia. 

Careful i~vestigation and observation h~s given de-

cided weight to all these factors.save the first mention-

ed of nredominating splanchnic paralysis. While author-

ities 8.re [it vari8.nce as t.o the relative va11J.e of the in-

d i vidual fA ct or's as 8 part of' the tot al picture of the 1-e-

suIt ing hypotension, lt is apnarent that the ans'ver to this 

problem is 'iiTell on the way to solution.. It is perhaps 

unnecessary to reiterate the f'1.mdamentl1l precept that was 

emphasized at the beginning of this paper that an under

starring of the pathogensis involved must form a basis for 

the rational ~linical use of subarachnoid anesthesia. 
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Little experimental work Vlms done ooecifically on t.he 

effects o:f the vas cular hypoten s ion of splnal anes thea ia 

until relt~tively a few years ago. Seevers and Hatters (lG32) 

found that w}'en too 18J'ge a dose of [lnesthetic ViaS i::1,iected, 

or when the volume injected was rB.ther large, that the art-

erial oxygen WBS reduced, that the venous cerbon dioxide 

wns increflsed" and that the 'blood pH was dec"-'eased-- ~n 

other words. a condition of anoxic anoxia resulted. 

CoTui (19~4) made determinations for arterial oxygen, 

venOllS oxygen, and lactic acid from the blood of dogs vifhere , , 

t!1.8 ':llood D:::,eBsure was nllowed to fall below the critics.1 

1e\Te1. Artificial respiration was started to avoid asph-

yxia.. He demonstrated that in the state of low olood pres-

sure induced by spinal anesthesia, ev'en though the arterial 

oxygen content May be slightly raised by aritificial resoir-

ation, there is a low'ered oXYGen content of the venous 

blood. On account of the 81 ug,rdsb circulation due to the 

low blood nrespure, oxygen is rot delivered in sufficier:.t 

The venous blood. having CO!'1e into oxygen equilihl'ium 'l!ith 

the tissues, ref'lec+:s this oXYE:,en want. 'I'~.e ox;rgen want is 

also reflected in the tissue setabolism. Nor~ally, glyco-

gen lS broken down into lactic acid which is uartly recon-

verted into flycogen, and oartially oxid.:lzed into cartpon di-



leads to aocu.mulation of' lactic 

~he effects of this st ant anoxi& are, of course, 

fairly well known clinically. and the~omiting, pallor of 
I 

the skin. feeling of compression about the c at, thirst, 

~eesDirations, p.s 11e-port~ed Dj- EV8I1S (1929)., are illuminHted 

by CoTui f s f~Lndings. 

ati02'l of resniratorv collapse, bulbar anemia is considered 

by r~ost 8'J.thorities to be admittedly one of the great fac-

tors in i~ ts causation" Practically I'll] the technics of 

spinal pnesthesia gi ve in,portl;.1nt consideration to the com-

batting of bulbar anemia. Roeder (1932) says resniratory 

respiration, and a Daralysis of thB vasomotor nerves fo1-

}~owe~ by myoC'.FrdiB 1 8Gl medullary is chemia • Thomps on (1934) 

~gein emphasizes the importance of bulbar anemia in the 

causation of respiratory paralysis. As is apparent. both 

th.e anoxia of the blood and the diminifthed vo1ur".e reaChing 

the brain are i~portart factors. 

Seevers ~nd Waters (1932) bring out the contention that 

the left heBrt failure they encountered was a definite re-

Pl1lt of cr:oxie. Other' 5r::.vestigators ~ave also emphasized the 
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cardiac effects: Bower et a1 (1932), Kordenat (1934). 

The presence of stagnant anoxia, as demonstrated in 

GoTui t S experiments, pIllS' the r~ecluct iOY1' oi~ cf:l,rdiac outrrut 

as found by B1)rch Elnd 11&J'1"'i80n (1930), and the cli!'1inished 

re"l.stance to the ef'fects of hemoY'rhage as f'0und by Burch, 

Harrison, and Blalock (1930) are narts of what has been 

termed neurogenic shock, or the typical cardiovascular col-

lapse of 5p1n&1 anesthesia. In helilatogenous shock it is 

known that ther'e is a dilEinution of the total circulating 

blood volume, vJith 10tJ.s of integl'ity of vef'sel walls as re-

gards fll1ids and blood ,;roteins. It becomes apnarent that 

this does not exist in the average case of sninal anesthe-

sia. Groc1.1.nsky and Ba::"::er (193:3) and others hHve shown that 

there is constant blood volurne durj_nf~ this type of block. 

If it is assumed that during early sDinal anesthesia per-

meability of the vessel walls is unaltered and the original 

blood vol'Lu~e remains intrHvHscu12_r, the matter of contr'ol 

by tr..cr'E;as~_ng the flLJ.id volume of tll.e blood is, of course, 

definitely affected. Seevers and Waters (1932) point out 

that in prolonged anesthesia the anoxia Day effect the in-

tegrity of the vessel v,ralls, and a condition s0::1ev/rlat simu

lating hematogenous shock n~ay be suney-imposed on the neuro'-

genic shock. 

Prazler (19:)4) repo rts circulatory '3011a'Bse is en;;" 

countered sorr:ewhat more frequently v:1 th spinal anesthesia 
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then ,:lith et':1er, an incidence of 2 per cent in the former, 

comnared with 1.33 per cent in the latter. Kordenat (1934) 

reports o~e death in 139 cases from what he calls cardio-

respiratory collapse--Drobably a better term than cardio

vascular collapse, in view of Thompson's (1934) contentions. 

Angelesco and Tzovaru (1933), analyzing the fatality in 

120,000 spi"1al anesthesias, attribute 23 to cardiovHscular 

collaDse. Their mortality rate was ons death to every 

3,992 anesthesias. Iq 85 Der cent of their fptal cases they 

report, the apnarert cause was respjrstory fai lure. 

Burch nnd Harrison (1930) and Domenecrl-Alsina (1932) 

have shmvn the me cnanism whereby condi trions of sangulnHry 

depletion, of intoxication or cachexia following their 

casual diseases are always aggravated by the hypotension due 

to the a.nalgesia nara.lyzing the medulle.ry centers. Doyle 

(1934) includes these conditions in his list of contraindi

ca.tions for spinal anesthes:i.a. He also includes hypotension 

and myocardial degeneration as conditions in which the fall 

of blood pressure in spinal anesthesia May precipitate 

cardiovascular collapse. Horine (19:34), in discussing. an

esthesia in heart disease, does not advise spinal tecrmic 

in rheumatic, hypertensive, syphlitic. arteriosclerotic~ or 

thyroid heart disease, or in cardiac arrhythmias. It. is ef 

interest to note here th8.t the fatal case of cardiorespir-
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atory collapse reported by Kordenat (1934) was a hyperthy

roid. 'rhe other case he reports (not fatal) was in a patient 

whose electrocardiogram showed definite coronary sclerosis. 

In passing, it may be also mentioned that Kordenat"quoting 

the work of Davis (1931), who showed the hemolytic and 

myelitic action of certain anesthetic drugs, suggests that 

possibly the intricate nechanism of cardiac enervation may 

be harmfully affected in high level spinal anesthesia. 

Horine (1934) com~ents on the problem of hypertensive 

heart disease: ItI am well aware that certain surgeons ad

vise spinal anesthesia in hypertensive indivuals. However, 

it has been proven that the constant accompaniment of an 

essential hypertension is a generalized arteriolar scler

os is • I~~.~I1.e arteriolar change urobably urec'edes and is 

responsible for the elevation of the pressure. Thus in 

order to nrevent cerebral anemia, which would result from 

the decreased blood supply through narrowed arterioles, 

the pressure is elevated. Since cerebral anemia is anpar-

ently the cause of death in spinal anesthesia it does not 

seem logical to court possible disaster by employing a 

method which woulE! nroduce a sudden and prolonged reduc

tion in blood pressure thus destroying a protective mech-

aniSDl. It In contrs.st, Hyman (1933) reports that he has 

used spinal anesthesia in 28 cases at the Wilkin Foundation 

f'or the Study of Heart Disease in order to reduce blood 

pressure in cases- of threatened cerebral hemonrhage, and 
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that he considers it a safe as well as beneficial procedureo 

To smnmarize the effects of the vascular hypotension, 

there is ample evidence that there is retard.ed circuhction, 

a point brought out in the previous discussion of the per

ipheral vB-soparesis, intercostal paralysis, and slowing 

of the heart rate, and supported by specific authority (see 

preceding section). The resultant stagnant anoxia has 

has been demonstrated by Seevers and Waters (1932) and Co 

Tui (1934), although long assurred present by clincians, 

such as Evans (1929), Roeder (1932) J etc.. . Tissue asphyx

iation is present throughout the body, but is especially 

manifested in the brain as bulbar anemia, and in the heart 

as myocardial embaressment. Roeder(1932), as practically 

all\surgeons, believes tfie bullJar ·anemia a main 'f'gctorin'~ 

caus;ing:resirato!:,y depression; r:Oompson{1934} brings out 

ex~~rtmeRta1 evidenceo Seevers and Waters (1932), Bower 

et al (1932), Kordenat (1934), and others emphasize the 

c·ardiac picture .. 
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Cardiovascular collapse may result. and death may 

ensue. Frazier (1934), Kordenat (1934), and Ange1esco and 

Tzovaru (19:53) bring out this part of the situation. In 

toxic, cachexic, and cardiac patients, the hypotension aggrav

ates the pathological condition; Burch and Harrison (1930), 

Domenech-A1sina (1902). Hence~ these are contraindications; 

Doyle (1934). Horin~ (1934). 
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Control 

Only with a conception of the foregoing ramifications 

of the cause and effect of the hypotension as a basis, can 

the matter of its control be approchaed in a scientific 

mB.nner. The subject readily rerolves itself into tvvo divi

sions; prevention, and treatment. Under the first will be 

considered those measures that may be taken to prevent the 

occurrence of an alarming fall of blood pressure; under 

the se cond will be conSiidered tll.ose measures that l11ay be 

employed to COl"1ba t a cardiov9.s cu1ar colla pae which may be 

either actually present or dangerously imminent.. Princi.

nle, rather than technic, is the cardinal concern in the 

ensuing discussion. 

In order to prevent serious hypotension from occurring 

during the operation, a number of precautior.s CRn be taken, 

each attending with a greater or lesser' degree of efficacy_ 

The rationale of the following will be considered: (1) the 

choice of an anesthetic dr'ug causing a minimal fall in 

blood pressure, (2) the use of a basal anesthesia least 

augmenting the hypotensive Rction of the anesthetic drug, 

(3) the limitation of the height of the anesthetic field, 

(4) the administration preoperatively of a hypertensive or 

stimulating drug, (5) the adminIstratIon preoperatively or 

coincidently with the operation of intravenous fluid, and 
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(6) the use of the Trendelenburg positiono 

Marvin (1933) said, in considering soina1 anesthetic 

drugs, lJThe ideal anesthetic is still being sought, and the 

day is not far distant when, in my opinion, it will be found. n 

A long series of drugs have been paraded before the surgeon, 

all tried enthusiastically for a time, but most largely dis-

carded. Manvin, and Doyle (1934), supply the following~ 

Cocaine, first suggested for surgical use by Koller i~ 

1884 and used by the first pioneers of spinal anesthesia, 

was early abandoned in most clinics because of its high 

toxicity, although, RS Babcock (1934) points out, it is still 

the anesthetic of choice at the General Hospital of the 

City of r"Texico .. 

Stovaine, prepared by Forneau in 1904, and brought in

to genAra1 use by Barker in 1906, has enjoyed great pop

ulari ty, espec'ially in France.. It is powerful and it pro

duces marked muscular re1axe.tion. There are, howevel', 

certain disadvantages in that it is more irritating to 

connective tissues and nerve fibers. Headaches of rather 

severe intensity are noted after its use. It deteriorates 

rapidly, and must be kept in special con;/:;ainers. 

'Jlropacocaine hydrochloride has been used quite exten

sively in the past. It has a toxicity of about one half 

that of cocaine, but the duration of its action is shorter .. 



To be effective, it must be used in a fairly concentrated 

solution. Because of its high toxicity and rather uncert

ain analgesia, troDacocaine hydrochloride has been grad

ually discarded, as have apothesine, alypin, beta eucain, 

and tuCocaine. I,B.zarus, Pick, and Rosenthal (1\)3,3) dis

agree with this oDinion of ~arvin's. Reviewing 1000 cases 

operated under tropacocaine hydrochloride, they find it 

safer and more deoendable than other agents employed. 

They say it is easy to administer, and is free from unto ... 

ward effects. Cardio-respiratory shock is less apt to occur 

than with other agents, as are nausea and headache .. 

SpinocaineJ devised by Pitkin (1927), is a cor::bination 

of procaine hydrochloride, strychine., alcohol, and normal 

saline. It gained a wave of popularity at first, but of 

late has been more replaced by procaine hydrochloride. 

The fact that it is of lighter specific gravity than the 

spinal fluid caused severalaccidents that could have been 

avoided if more care and precaution had been used, and had 

better instruction been given for its installation. The 

claims for its complete control sound plausibite, Marvin 

arrd Doyle bothcadmit .. Pitkin's (1927) main recommendation 

:for the preparation is that it will control hypotension 

through the actj.on of the strychnine and through the use 

of the lighter specific gravity to limit the field of 

anes thes ia. Marbury (1930 r:.) reported that it was pref'er-

30 to 10 over Labat's recommended agent.in 92 hospitals 
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of over 100 ~eds. Stout advocated it in 1929. 

Apothesin; Pitkin~i1927) says. giv~s a p~~fect anes-

thesia and complete relaxation; tactile sensation is not 

constantly impaired. Primarily, there is very little vasa ... 

mater disturbance. Its absorbability is slow and retarded", 

Secondarily, or one or two hours after injection, it produces 

H severe vasomotor disturbance. Gases have been reported 

without more than a 10 or 15 point drop 46 minutes after 

injection. and two hours after in.jection the preseur'e had 

dronped to zero. This secondary action does not occur 

with any other drug but butyn. At times it is impossible 

to raise the patients head for 24 hours after the, injection. 

Pitkin dismisses both apothesin and butyn as too danger-

ous to use. Since this report little attempt has been to 

revive the drug. 

Neothesin, however, does not have this delf\yd action, 

and has been used with some success by a number of surgeons. 

Its use is still quite restricted. Marvin (1933) ~eports 

t.hat it is less toxic than nupercaine but rrore toxic than 

nrocaine hydrochloride or nantocaine. It caused an aver-

age fall in blood pressure of 20 to 30 points, R slowing of 

the heart, and Dcpreciable respiratory depression. 

Nupercaine (pereaine). because of its abili~y to pro-

duee long anesthesia. has been widely usedo If/esD (H133) 
I 

says it is the favorite anesthetic f6r spinal USB in Eng-



land. He claims it can be used in very dilute solutions 

which are less apt to cause a fall in blood pressure due 

to vasomotor paralysis than stovaine or procaine hydrochlor

ide. Marvin (19~1)3) found it was more toxic than neothesin, 

procaine hydrochloride, or pantocaine. He also found it 

caused an average fall ofl blood pressure of 30 to 50 points, 

8. larger fall than that produced by any of the other thl'ee 

drugs. and that it caused appreciable resniratory depre~

sian, and slowing of the heart that was quite marked. Holder 

(1934) recorrmends a mixture of nupercaine and novocaine, 

clatrl'ing less pressure drop with mHIDntenance of a constant 

le,rel giving fewer sub,iectibe symptoms during anesthesia. 

due to a dec'rease in individual susceptibility to the ef

fects of the nupercaine. 

Procaine hydrochloride is the Am61-'ican brand of the 

same salt that is known in Germany as novocaine and in 

France as neocaine. Einhorn discovered it, (as novocaine), 

and Braun intr~duced it theraueutically in 1905. Pitkin 

(1927) clairr.ed it (novocaine) affected the vasomotors less 

than any other drug in use at that time. Labat (1930) 

recommended it (as neocaine), reporting no deaths from 

its use since its introduction in 1916. MHrvin (1933) 

found it to be less toxic than nuperca,ine or neothesin, 

but more toxi,c than pantocaine. Doyle (1934) and Ba.bcock 

(1934) think it the least toxic, however, of all agents, 

and strongly advocate its use.. l'ila.rvin found it producad 
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a 20 to 30 point average fall in pressure; caused only 

slight slowing: of the heart, and had no effect of respiratory 

depression. 

Pan to caine is a comparatively recenb drug in the field 

of spinal anesthesia. Marvin (1933) is one of the few 

to publish any cOuprehens i'le work upon it, although a number 

of surgeons have enjoyed marked success with its use • 

Brown (p. co) has employed it in some 300 operations, and 

plans a report advocating it after additional observations. 

~':arvin found only a very sll t d~70p in blood pressure av-

eragin6 below 10 points, no respiratory depression, and 

no slowing of the heart. He consludes, "pantocaine offers 

everything that procaine hydrochloride will accomplish, and 

has the advantage that it does not lower the blood pressure." 

Pantooaine, then, may easily be his "ideal anestheticn for 

which surgery is seeking. 

Even from as superficial a survey as the foregoing, 

it seens apparent that a judibious choice of anesthetic 

agent is an important step in the prophylactic control of 

alarming hypotension. The mait~r of care in its use, of 

course, can not be overstressed. Babcock (1934) has said 

that he would prefer cocaine, used carefully, to procaine 

hydrochloride (his favorite), used carelessly. 

Tue use of basal anes thes ia preceding the suba:t'achnoid 

tecr-mic has been widely used, and was initiated largely 



because of its success in inhalation technic .. Vihile there 

is little indication that basal anesthesia actually prevents 

blood pressure fall, there is evidence that after certain 

baRBl anesthetic drugs the hypotensinn of the spinal 

anesthetic is augmented. 

I 19r'Q ~1 b···· f.1..1 If r' • ~ tt :£1 idu, vile eglnnlng 0 lde ren(;;l.lSS""nCe, so to 

speak, of spinal anesthesia, most of the leading c1inic-

ians incorporated it as an integral part of their partic-

u1ar technic. Pitkin gave 1/4 grain of moruhine sulphate 

B.nd 1/150 grain of s copo1ord.ne. c1B-icing it :tn no way in-

tensif4d the anesthetic, but did s.llay fe8.r and a.pprehension. 

Labat gave 1/6 grein of morphine sulphate and 1/300 grain 

of scopolomine, making the same claim. Babcock recom~end-

ed 1/6 grain of morphine and 1/100 grain of hyosine; Koster 

said he had used 1/4 grain of morphine and 1/150 graj.n of 

atropine.for sixteen years. 

Doyle (19:)4) uses one of the barbi. tura tes, nembu tal, 

the night before. and agsin one hour before, theoperation, 

following the second dose(4 1/2 grains) with 1 /4-1- grain of 

mo!'phine sulphate and 1/150 gr2.in of scopolamine after 15 

minutes. He contend the preoperative use of the barbitur-

ates hasnot &2 yet been fully appreciated, and he uncompro-

misingly l'ecolTJITlends them beceuse of his own favorable ex-

nerience. 01 ting ':fa tun", Knoefel and Gu. ttman (quoted by 

Downs and Eddy), Swanson, and others, he says it has been 
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established that barbiturates detoxify cocaine and its 

derivatives. Rhino-Iar:yngologists, he points out, routine

ly administer a barbiturate preliminary to the use of coc

aine or novecaine. He suggests that not a few of the un

explBined sudden deaths immediately following subarachnoid 

block may be due to novocaine poj.soning or sensi tivi ty. 

In a'id i tion to this and the quieting effect I he also claims 

the bal'bi tura tea diminish nausen and vomiting due to de

-oression of the vital centers. Though he does not actually 

say so, thls implies that that there would be less danger 

of vascular depression. 

CoTui(l933) presents the antithesis of this view. He 

just as uncompromisingly condemns the barbiturates. Ex

perimenting on dogs, he found that sodium amy tal narcosis, 

whether light or heavy. produced a marked reduction in the 

lethal dose of novocaine injected into the cisterna magna; 

hence they would be contraindicated. In contradistinction 

to Doyle's last contention, it VJould follow that there would 

be greater, rather than lesser, danger of vascul~r depres

sion~ Ragsdale (1934) agrees that the barbiturates are 

contraind.icated; he does adrrdnlster morphine. 8.nd scopolo

mine. however. 

Morphine, on the other hand does not share COTui's 

condemnation. 'I'his investigator, in the same series of 

experiments, showed that small but effective doses of mor-
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phine, morphine-scopopomine, and morphine-avertin medication 

given prior to cisterne. magna injection did not cause a det

erminable decrease in the minir:n.:tm lethal dose of the novo

caine. Larger doses of these pre-anesthetic d~gs, however, 

did cause appreciB.o1e decrease. trhe inference is easily 

made. The average dose given c1inicElly is small and 

nrobab1y has no effect, then; smaller doses would be the 

nre:ferable. 

','vest (197.3) brings up a further consideration. He 

reports that Professor Sebrechts of Bruges, Belgium, in 

vihose c1ir:.ic spinal anesthesiH has been used in more than 

31,000 cases, thinks that pe.<biehts are of tvvo types - one 

sensitiye to spinal anesthesia, and the other resistant. 

One hour before operation, he givefj an in,jection of mor

phine and scopolomine. If this injection renders the 

ps.tient very sleepy, he is regarded as lt rachi-sensib1e", 

and. the dos.s of enesthetic drug (nercaine) reduced, and 

a subcutaneous injection of ephedrine given. If, on the 

other hand, the nremedication has no calming efrect on the 

natient. hB is regarded as "rachi-resistant", and a larger 

dose of percaine is given, but no ephedrineo 

Summing up the evidence, it would appear that the 

usual morphine combinations of basal anesthesia do not 

intensify the drop in blood pressure of the spinal anesthet

ic drug, and may even be beneficial in indicating whether 
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the patient is sensitive or resistant to the anesthetic~ 

As to the barbtturates, opinion is divided; further work 

will have to be done before a definite conclusion can be 

reached. 

Experimentation has demonstrated that there are sev-

eral factors which determine the height of the anesthetic 

field pJ'oduced_ and, hence, the fallin blood pressure. 

Consideratton specifically of the details of technic of 

administration, and of the theories of spread of the drug 

vvithin the subarachnoid space, is advcisedly not within 

the scope of this paper. Babcock (1934) has urged reten-

sion of whatever well-developed technic the surgeon may 

have been using with definite success. 

In 1928 the articles of Pitkin, Labat, Ko~ter, and 
! 

Evans on the control of spinal anesthesia werei responsible 
I 
, 

i 

for reawakened interest in both}the operating ~oom and the 

laboratory. The literature of the ensuing sev~n years 
I 
, 

has been .fi11ed with attewpts to satisfactoril~ correlate 

cl:i.nical and experi.:T'enta1 observf.l.tions so thatl the extent 

of the anesthetic fiel;d may be under the full bontro1 of 

the surgeon. Vlhen this has been achieved, inhrlation an

esthesia will have been robbed of one of its ctiief advan .. 
I 

tages over subarachnoid block. 

Two main schools of technic developed; th~ Pitkin 

and the Labat. Stout, Babcock, long an author:ity on 
I 
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admlnistration, 8ise, and others too nUITrerous to mention 

have helpe(). to build up a profound respect for technic in 

the mind of the average surgeon. Among the most illuminating 

recent contributions dealing with control of the field 

have been those of Grodinsky and Baker (1933), pannett 

(1934), GoTui (1934), Bahcock (1934), and Vehrs (1934). 

Grodinsky and Baker state that the height of the anes

thesia is dependent upon (1) the volume and contration of 

the solution, (Z) the rate of injection, (3) the position 

of the p1:'Jtient, and, to a lesser degree, (4) the site of 

injection. Pannett concludes spread of the drug depends 

on (1) diffusion, (2) gravity, (;3) volwnetric displacement, 

and (4) mechanical commotion. GoTui has named three factors; 

(1) gravitational flow, (2)leveling, (3) molecular'diffusion. 

Babcock and Vehrs have pointed out anatomical considerations 

of the human snine that must be kept in mind. 

Whatever the method or mechanism of control of the 

field of anesthesia may be, indlcation for limitation is 

suggested by the pathogenesis of the complication of 

vasomotor paralysis. Koster has long advocated spinal an

esthesia for head, neck, and thoracic surgery.{1928). 

He says 'there is no pressure (1:e. blood pressure) too 

low to stand operation', and 'it does not matter how great 

the fall in pressure may be'. However. this disregard of 

the gravity of hypotension is not shared by other surgeons. 
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Labat (1928) declares that surgery in .the region advocated 

by Koster is unsound.froITLaclinical standpoint. Seevers 

and Waters (1932) say, nGrave cardiovascular changes occur 

as a rule in blocks that involve the chest. As the thorax 

is implicated, tV"uO important fa.ctors enter into consider

ation, (1) additional paralysis of vasoconstrictor fibers, 

and (2) intercostal nerve paralysis. 1t They conclude,that 

ra t ional use of spinal anes thea ia implies 'limi ta tion ot: 

the blode to exclude major thoracic involvIT'.ent. Any method 

dependent for its safety bn selective paralysis of sensory 

as opposed to motor nerves, especially when motor compon

ents are phrenic, deserves little consideration. A blood 

pressure so low as to require palpation of the abdominal 

[lopta to deter;nine whether the heart is still active is 

hardly compatible 'Nith ','lhat iD ordirHirly considered to 

constitute good anesthesia!. Bower et al (1932) conclude, 

I1Safe anesthesia is the preservation of epicritic and pro

topathic sensation about the level of the sixth rib. Above 

this .cardiac and respiratory embarressment may develop.» 

~jfaxson (1934) says, "Untoward symntoms can be avoided by 

holding the upper limit of' anesthesia to the costal ma:vgint! 

11egarding the extent of safe blood pressure drop, 

1"OS8 and Gch1!valm (1933). cOMPaX'ing fatalities with ether 

and with spinal anesthesia, agree with Bovver. Clark, and 

Burns (l9~3), who say, "The death of a patient whose blood 

pressure drops more than fifty per cent, or who develops 
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respira tory embar-es sment, wi thin t'JJenty minutes following the 

injection, and who does not react to within twenty-five per 

cent of the norma} before the operation is finished and 

subsequently devlops secondary shock and dies~ is an anes

thetic death. H 

The great balance of evidence, it can be seen, is for 

limiting the anesthetic field below the thorax, for only in 

this way can the dangers of vascular disturba~ce be held 

to a minimum, other things being equal. 

1'he use of hypertensive drugs pri.or to the anesthetic 

to forestall blood nressure fall was first suggested by 

GVJath~11ey(1903) and Jonnesco (1909), fltrychnine being the 

drug ·used •• Toni"'leSCO abandoned its use, but Pitkin (1927) 

incorporated it in his Il sp inocaine tt
• Although the adher

ents of spinocaine claim it retards blood pressure drop, 

the profession at large bas turned elsewhere fOI" a hyper

tensive drug. Babcock (1925) - and in all later e-rticles -

deolar9s it valueless, after experimenting with it since 

for ':!lany years.. The use of caffeineand a tronin, largel·,Y 

as heart stimulants, and of nituitrin also have few ad

herents. Parmett (1934) suggest atropin again, but admits 

he has no experi~ental proof. Frazier (1934) dismisses 

all these dru.gs as of no use. 

~he acknoledged 1Jerip~eral constrictor, epinephrine, 

was first suggested by Doenitz (1903) and Klapp (1904). 
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About that time Babcock (19~4) began its use. and still 

regards it as the only stimulant of much value. Used 

in the anesthetic solution, he says it is not effective, 

as is true of the other drugs previously tried. Intra-

muscularly, however, it is an efficient pronhylactic.. The 

assertion that the action of adrenalin is too transient to 

be of value is untrue, he declares. Its period of 15 to 

30 minute stimulation is usually longer than the period 

of intense depression from spinal anesthesia. By careful 

graduated or 'continuous use of this drug, the stimulating 

effect can be prolonged for hours, he points out. Bower 

et al (1932) found adrenalin did not l:Jrevent the associated 

cardiac dilitation they encountered experimentally in dogs. 

Grodinsky and Baker (1933) recommend adrenalin, pointing 

out that its peripheral vasoconstriction should compensate 

for the vasomotor paralysis at the cord. Prazier (1934) 

and Kordenat (1934) claim epinephrine is of no value. 

Abelson (1934) says its use is not essential. 

Ephedrine, also a vas'dlconstrictor acting at the sym-

pethetic myoneural junctions, is th.e drug mO'st vlidely used, 

and has been the talisman of safety for many. Chen (1926) 

rediscovered enhedrine, and Ockerblad and Dillon (1927) 

brought it to surgical attention", Chen and Schmidt (1900) 

brought out that the effectiveness of ephedrine apprears 

to be due to its ahili.ty to (a) increase the Derinheral re-

sistance by constricting arteriols and (b) increase the 



minute volume output of the heart by direct action on the 

cardiac muscle. Seevers and Waners (1932) claim thr-:\t it 

YJlay actually depress, the heart, yet in thein conclusions 

grant that it is sometimes efficacious. Bower etal(1932) 

give the same results as with epinephrine, but F'erguson 

and !\Jorth (1932) strongly advocate it. They gave ephedrine 

to dogs in doses of 2 mg per kilo of body weight prior to 

the subarachnoid injection, and noted a rise of 17 mm JIg 

in the blood pressure and no cataclysmic fall. After 5 

minutes there was an average depression of 3.5 mm; at 20 

minutes there wes an average depression of only 19.5 !p.m, 

or 13 per cent, compared with a-depression of 51.8 per 

cent in dogs that had received no ephedrine. The maxirrmm 

effect comes, they say, when ephedrine is administered 

about 10 minutes bef'ore the anesthetic. They say, as do 

Grodinsky and Baker (1933), trIa t since vasoparesls takes 

place at the preganglionic sympathetic fibers, it is pos

sible, using ephedrine, to stimulate the post ganglionic 

fibers, or myoneural ,junctions, and produce vasoconstriction 

and a rise in blood pressure. Angelsco and Buzianu l~'d.s4) 

t .. nd Thompsu,(l (1934) urge the use of ephedrine .. 

On the clinical side, Pitkin(1927) injected ephedrine 

vl11.i1e infiltrating for the puncture. Stout (1929) used 

much larger doses. Labat (1928) rejected it. Babcock 

(1934) thinks the use of ephedrine is based largely on 

tthysteria It" and denounes the exper'irnental evidence save 
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that of Seevers and Waters; already quotedo He claims that 

ephedrine greatly increases the work of the heart; because 

it raises the blood nressure and heart rate is no reason 

the anesthetic is safer. Babcock says no one has reported 

as Iowa mortality fl~orn spinal anes·thesia w-ith ephedrine 

as he has reported without ephedrine - 10,000 in,jections 

between deaths. Concluding, he says, !lIn my opinion such 

a potentially dangerous drug should no longer be used 

routinely". Doyle (19.34)" however, uses it routinely 

as do m~my others, injecting it intramuscularly 10 to 15 

minutes before the subarecl'..noid injection. He says, "Clin

ically we have found that the initial effect of the drug 

is to raise the blood pressure 10 to 30 points, and that 

following the block the Dressure falls gradually, in con

trast with the sudden drop encountered if such medication 

has been ommitted.!l Some authorities, such as Abelson 

(19::54), do not incorporate it in their technic even when 

no other stimulant is used. 

Of the three hypertensive drugs in present use, 

strychnine, enineTJhrine, and ephedrine, the first is used 

only in spinocain, and then supplemented with ephedrine; 

the second is used by some· r1en but is not a strongly 

used routine procedure; the third enjoys wide advocacy 

but has been sharpely attacked. It can hardly be said 

that the principle of the use or a drug to conter-act the 

hypotension of spinal anesthesia 11 ! firmly entrenched 
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procedure - some clinicians have altogether abandoned its 

use. 

Supplementing the blood volume before the anesthetic 

has been tried, tho~ never used very extenRively. Burch 

and Harrison (1931) found the injection of rather large 

amounts of physiologic8.1 salt solution m'j.or to the spinal 

anesthetic was quite effective in controlling hypotension. 

Seevers and V'Jaters (1932) point out tIT] t the solution to 

be effective must be given while the vessels and heart are 

physiologically intact, that is, either nrior to or through-

out the anesthesia.. F'ew clinicians or anesthetists report 

its routine use, however. as a nurely prophylactic method. 

Tl-Je sixth measure suggested fOl' preventing a drop in 

pressure, the Trendelenburg position, is the most univers-

ally used of all. Labat (1921) gave the first demonstra~' 

tion of the ~oosition i,n this countrlJ as an ad,iunct to 

spinal technic + th S t l' f p • 1- ,- , f au - e • i;,aryC.'s nOSplvLl..L a the Mayo Clin-

ic in Oc·tober, 1920. The writings of Labat, Evans, and 

Koster, especially those of 1928, popularized the Dosition. 

Prior to that time, precautions were taken to keep the pat-

ient's head elevated for fear the solutions of higher 

specif"c gravity than the spinal fluid would gravitate to 

the medullary centers and there affect them adversely. 

The x'ationale urged faT' the adontion of the Trendelenpurg 

position was the relief by dependent nosition of the Ger-
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ebral anemia occaisioned by the fall in blood pressure. 

~Cwo variations of the pos~n v'/ere used as prophylactic 

measures - the irrJ!l1ediate Trnndelenburg, that is, as soon 

as the anesthetic was administered, and the delayed Trendel-

enburg, that is, after about ten minutes from the adr::linis-

tration. Labat urged the i~mediate, as did Babcock (1925) 

and Pitkin (192'7 ) when light solutions w'ere used, saying 

it was the most important part or his technic. Koster 

(1928) also used it at once. Stout (1929) used the delayed, 

advising a wait of ten minutes in the horizontal position 

to allow the anesthetic to become ttfixed't • Grodir18ky and 

Baker (1933) also urge this prec'aution. Evans (1928) 

reserved the position for the treatment of cardiovascular 

collapse. Sise (1929) used the position as soon as a small 

drOD in pressure occurred. At the present time, most 

surgeons employ it to greater or lesser degree. Doyle 

(19.34) routinely uses the immediate position, for example, 

as does Kordanat (1934) . 

CO~li (1934) says the first advocates of the position 

had little exp.erimental basis for theinadoption of it. 
( - To 

test whether the position was advisable, he injected novo-

caine solution through a lumbar site, and found the lethal 

dose in the Trendelenburg position was only about half 

that of the horizontal position. He cites the work of 

Grodinsky and Baker (1933) showing a cephalad spread of 



flpread of dye in cadavers in the Trendelenburg position as 

further proof for his contention that the position 1s act

ually harmful. Maxson (1934) also agrees that the Dosition 

is contraindicated. Thompson (1934). howe~er, still ad

vises the nosition. Further experiment8.tion seems indicated. 

It has been pointed out in the foregoing discussion 

of the prevention of vascular hypotension that there is by 

no means agreement among authorities as to the most effi

cacious measures. The fact that there is such controversy 

indicates healthy interest, and auger's well for the future 

of spinal anesthesia. 

After cardiovascular collapse has occurred, or when 

i.t seems iminent, numerous procedures have been r'esor-ted 

to, with varying success. Of these the following six now 

strongly advocated will be discussed; (1) the use of drugs, 

(2) the use of oxygen, with or without carbon dioxide, 

(3) the use of artificial respiration, (4) the use of fluid 

to increase the blood volume, (5) the use of blood trans

fusions, and (6) the use of the Trendelenburg positionQ 

As to the use of drugs, stirr;'ulants such as ammonia 

and ether have been found to give a rise in pressure on 

inhala tion. r~;ost observers, such as pe.nnett (1934), men

tion them, but agree that the rise they give is small 

and transitory. In shock their central stimUlation is at 

least an aid to recovery, but they can not be depended upon 
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as a primary measure. 

Epinephrine is more commonly used as a means of combat

ting shock than for preventing it. It may be injected intra

muscularly or subcutaneously, given intravenously, usually 

in salire infusion, or injected directly into the heart. 

Babcock (1925), as did most of the first users of spinal 

anesthesia, employed it, givigg intravenously a 1 to 1000 

solution - 3 minims in a physiological salt solution .. 

Bower et al (1932), however, found it ineffective in pre

venting cardiacdilitation in their experiments. Roeder 

(1932) advises its uses as do":Grodinsky and Baker (1933). 

Kordenat (1934) thinks it inerfect. Abelson (1934) advises 

its use in saline and glucose solution. 

Ephedrine also has strong suPPort. GoTui and Standard 

(19~2) say, "When complete paralysis occurs, artificial 

respiration and the intravenous injection of ephedrine 

are effective means of resus ci ta t ion.!l Seevers and VIa ters 

{19;32) and Fel-guson and North (1932) recoramend it, but sh01JIf 

it is less effective ~fter collapse has occurred than before. 

Grodinsky Bnd Baker (1933), Abelson (1934), Ragsdale(1934), 

and Kordenat (1934) all advise its use, but 'Babcock (1934) 

contends that experience shows it Is unreliable when a 

real emergency occurs ~ GoTui (19:34), experimenting on dogs, 

injected ephedrine hydrochloride intravenously (2 rng. per 

kilo body weight) vvithj.n the first b to 10 minutes after 
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the blood pressure reached shock level. The injection 

caused the blood pressure to m.aintain its level of about 

100 rnm. and over for 1 to 2 hou~s after the injection .. that 

Is, until recovery_ 

Drugs are used, Japnarently, by most clinicians, and 

recor:1mended by most investigators. The amount of good 

they do is debate.ble, but they do afford an o"clportunity to 

the surgeon to at least make an honest effor·t to remedy 

the situation. 

The adrninis tra tion of oxygen, or carbon dioxide and 

aid$ 
oxygen'A ~hrough relieving the respiratory embarressment. 

Roeder (1932) directs particu~r attention to this method, 

sa"Jing ad:l1lnistration of 5 to 10 per cent carbon dioxide 

in pure oxygen will a:1sist in maintaining the blood pres-

sure i~ most instances, and in maintaining the circulation 

of blood when heart contraction ceases. Seevers and Waters 

(1932) reCOMmend the inhalation of oxygen even throughout 

the operation. Certainly the experiments of CoTui (1934) 

proving the anoxemia of the blood, long assumed, would 

bear out such a practice. Fl'azier (1934), Kordenat (1934), 

and Abelson (1934) recommend its use .. 

Artificial respiration is in a like category. If res-

piration ceases, it is at once indicated. Gray and Parsons 

(1911) first stressed the intimate relationship of blood 

pressuI'e to costal paralys is. They found a disappearance 
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of much of the circulatory hYDotension when an adequate 

to and fro type i)f artificial respirat:ion was established .. 

Seevers and Waters (1932) made similar findings. though 

Grodlnsky and Baker (1933) did not. (The last named consid-

'er respiratory embarressment a secondary factor.) Burch 

and Harrison (1931) reported it was the most effective 

means of combatting cardiorespira tor;v foil'.1re. CoTui and 

Standard (1932) urge its use. ,Isenberg and' Lundy { 1932), 

with·c0mp1e,te respiratory paralysis, found al'tificie.l resp

ira tion effeeti'le in l{eeping animals 10 hours with little 

change in blood pressure or pulse rate. ClinicB.11y, Pitkin 

(1928), Babcock (1928),(1934), E'lans (192e), and Kordenat 

(1934) especially advise it. 

Obviou81y, if resp.,ira.tion has ceased, or is about to 

cease, some measure must be taken to restore aeriatlon of 

the blood and resumption of the circulation. Artificial 

respiration and the adr:linistration of carbon dioxide and 

oxygen afford excellent means of accomplishing thise ends. 

Raising the fluid content of the blood by saline 

intravenously is a method ado-oted because its repeated trial 

in other types of shock.. It may be noted that in a nOX':'11al 

circulation it is at best difficult to increase the volume 

of the circulation of the blood, since the solution passes 

so quickly into the tissues. Although the shock here is 

largely neurogenic, the suggestion of Seevers and Waters 
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(1932), that the permeability of the vessel wallR !'Jay 

be altered b~l the time collapse occurs, should be bOl"'ne 

in mind. GoTui (1934) found the blood pressure in shock 

dropped to its former level as Boon as saline was discon

tinued. To be effective, then, it must be continued until 

the patient is well recovered. though it has been suggested 

that cardiac stasis may result from too gl"'eat a volume. 

Babcock (19;34) and Abelson (1934) use intravenous fluid, 

incorporating adrenaline Kordenat (1934) also considers 

it an efficacious method. 

Blood transfusion accomplishes the same purpose, prob

ably more effectively as it is better retained intravas

cularl.1. It has been recommended by Borne clinicians, but 

the obvious difficulty of having 11 donner ready for instant 

use, and the delay and exnense (to the patient) are marked 

disadvantages. GoTui (1934) found immediate drot) of pres

sure v.rhen transfus ion was dis con tinued. As blood trans

fusion can not be continuous, as saline can be, it is a 

rather poor way of combatting the sb.oek .. 

Some readily available solution, such as physiol~gical 

saline, or glucose, is apparently the best agreed method 

of treating cardiovascular shock by increasing blood volume. 

It is, hOV'iever , effective only "'Ihile being acL'11inis tered" 

The Trendelenburg position has long been extolled 

as R.means of treating the vascular collapse, and is con-
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sidered by many to be imperatively indicated. The surgeons 

who popularized it ~ Labat. Ev&ns, and Koster - have report-

ed excellent resultf from its lIse .. -"'v"'''s (lO<)P) .J...:J Cl.ll. __ dt::..Jj Dlaces the 
I 

patient in this pos1_tion only vvhen shock occurs, but then 

advises it at once;lthe others increase the position as 

signs of colla~ose This latter lwocedure is follow-
I 

ed by practically a t l who use it as a prophylactic measure. 
I 

Siae (1932), Grodin~ky and Baker (1933), Doyle (1934), 
! 

and Abelson (1934) ~ll\are emphatic in advising the use of' 
I 

i~he position .. On the eXDerimental side, Lund~T and Es sex 
! . 

(1931) tested the p~sition and reported it was of little 
i 

value. Seevers andiWaters 
I 
I 

(1932), though little trial was ....._, 

made of it, recommefLd it. GoTui (1934) again brings up 
I 

the contention thatithere is very little experimental proof 

for the efficacy or i

l 
the positlon in remedying the shock. 

Fifteen minutes afttr the develoment of shock, he placed 
I 

the dog in the TrenfelenbUrg Dositlon.. The 10lTYering of the 

head caused a pi se ~f about 20 TnrD. of' blood pressure las t-

ing for less than a!minute and falling again to its Py'elT

ious level. This Vi~S, he said. to 'be Emticipated, as the 
! 

raising of the dist,l part of the body had the effect of 
I 

driving the b130d a~cumulating in the distal veins toward 
I 

the heart, thereby increasing for the mODent its output. 
I 

But, says GOTui,thjre is no lasting improvement in the 

circulation. The ure of' the head down position in other 
! 

forms of shock is ureful because this transient improve-
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ment causes an improvement in the medullary centers which 

is ref'lec'ted in an increased tone of the circulation, 

which, in turn, improves the centers further, thus breaking 

the vicious cycle. Bu~ in order that this improvement may 

occur, the nervous pathwa.ys to the circulatory system, 

namely, the vasomotor nerves, must be intact. In spinal 

anesthesia these nerves are paralyzed and the measure there

fore futile" Among clinicians, !Ijaxson (1934) is one of 

the few that agrees with CoTui th~lt the Trendelenburg 

'oosition is a procedure of no merit shock. pannett (1934), 

although he does not follow COTui's line of reasoning, 

suggests that the Trendelenburg posit~on is inefficient, 

and that raising th~ abdomen and legs is a better proced

u:re.to follow .. 

Of the methods used to combat shock, there is the most 

disagreement on the matter of the use of drugs and the use 

of the Trendelenburg position ... This d:i.sagreement will no 

doubt s tinTula te further exoerime:r:+:l tion and observation, 

and it can be uredicted that within a few years this prob

lem, together with the other controversial nroblems of 

spinal anesthesia, will be solved to the satisfaction of 

surgeons Bnd laboratory workers as well. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

3ninal anesthesia - or, more properly, subarachnoid 

analgesia· - is by no means an established and undebated 

procedure, despite its wide spread use. W:rLile firmly 

entrenched as a surgical adjunct, there is still a defin

ite note of controversy running through the literature. 

Esnecially is this so of the vital problem of the cause, 

effect, and control of the alarming vascular hynotension 

that accompanies the use of this type of block. The 

nroblem has been the concern of surgeons since the incep

tion of spinal anesthesia; fortunately, of late years, 

it has also drawn the a"Gtention ot the pnys:l.ologist, the 

pathologist, and the chemist, and now the important process 

of correlation experimental and clinical evidence is taking 

Dla ce. 

By the citation of competent authority, the history, 

pathogenesis, effect, and control of the vascular hypoten

sion have been developed in the foregoing discussion. The 

summation here given indicates the gist of the paper. 

Spinal anesthesia is a proceduY'e now half 

a century old. It owes its discovery to Gorning. of New 

Yoy·k, and its introduction to c1tnical surgery to Bter, 

Of Germany. Interest has waxed and waned in turn, until 

1927 Find 1928. when the articles of Pitkin" Babcock, Labat, 

and Koster occaisioned popular interest, and instigated 
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a renaissance of spinal anesthesia. Since then its use 

has beAn constantly gl'owing, until tod.ay it is a univer-

sal surgical procedure. 

Pathogenesis: 
Experimentation has quite definitely 

shown that the anesthetic dr·ug acts directly on the nerve 

roots, tracts, and medulla; an extra- and intr'B-corcial block. 

Five factors have been suggested ~s causing the hypotension 

because or this action: 

(1) Paralysis selectively if the splanchnics, with a for-

:nation of a Ifsplanchrlic pnol ff of the blood,- m explanation 

not substantiated by exper'irnenta tion .. 

(2) Paralysis of the vasoconstrictors fibers of the seg-

v-ents reached by the anesthetic, with resultant dilitation 

of the peripheral vessels involved.- an explanation well 

establish~d as a factor of prime importance. 

(~) Paralysis of the intercostal~nd phrenic nerves, at 

times', wi th a dirr:inished aspira tor·y action of the thorax 

sending less blood to the heart - an exnlanation al80 

well proven as an imnortant factor. 

(4) Paralysis of the accelerator nerve to the heart, allow-

ing the vagus to restrict heart action - a factor well es-

tablished, but of importance largely Sla;}.!' in high blocks. 

(5) Paralysis of the medullary centers - a factor established 

as thoroughly POBS ible, but also of importance largely in 

high blocKs. 



Authorities disagree as to the relative value of' these 

fou!' factors in the causation of' the hypoter.s ion. The 

weight of evidence would in~icate that the second and third 

namec~ are the predominating influences in the average an

esthesia. In any event the action is apparently cUr':1u1ative; 

that is, the higher the block t:'lc greater the effect. 

Effect: 
As a result of the vas cu1a1-' tens ion, there is 

a dlm1nished'cir~ul~tion and a stagnant anoxia, causing 

tissue asphyxiation throughout the body, a condition man-

ifeated ~sDeolally in the brain as bulbar anemia and in the 

heart as myocardial embarressment. The bulbar anemia adverse

ly affects the respiratory center - one of the factors in 

respiratory denression - and the vasomotor center, thus 

setting up a vicious cycle~ As the condition is augmented, 

cardiovascular collapse may result, and even deatho The 

cardiovascular collapse here encountered is a type of 

neurogenic shock. a concH tion differing from hemotogenous 

shock in that the circulating blood volume remains intra

vascular. Concomitant with the stagnant anoxi~ in this 

type of shock there is reduction in cardiac output, and 

dirrinished resistance to the effects of hemorrhage. 

In the sanguinary depleted, the toxic, the cachexic. 

and the cardiac patient, the hypotension of the anesthesia 

aggravates the pathological condition; hence these are 

are contraindications to administration. Possibly in the 

selected C8..ses, hypertension may be "benefi ted, however .. 
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Control: 
~he problem of the control of the ~ypotenBlon 

readily resolves itself into two divisions; prevention, 

and treatm~nt. In order to prevent the occurrence of hypo-

tension during the operat:ion, the following points are 

considered; c:>;_iefly from a standpoint of rationale: 

{l) 'l1hecheice of an anesthetic drug causing a minimal 

fall in blood pressure. Cocaine. stovaine. tropacocaine 

hydrochloride, Pitkin's spinocain, apetheain, neetheain, 

mlpercaine, procaine hydr> 0 chloride ; and pantocaine are 

considered. Of these, procaine hydrochloride, most widely 

used of the drugs, and pantocaine seem to be the least 

toxic, and to have the least effect on the blood Dressure. 

Spinocaine, nupercaine - alone or combined with novocaine-

and tropacocaine hydrochloride have considerable adherents 

who claim minimal vascular effects for their parti0ular 

agent .. 

(2) The use of basal anesthesia. ~hile preliminary narcosis 

apparently does not prevent blood pressure fall, certain 

narcotics seem to tnfluence·a further fall. Morphine sul-

nhate Ifvlth s-copolomine and with other adjuncts are widely 

used and seem to have no derogatory evidence against them 

experi~entally. As to tlle barhituFates, some claim they 

detoxify the anesthetic drug and depress the medullary 

centers; hen6e they are indicated. Others claim they rend-

er the medullary centers more susceptible to detrimental 

effects of the anesthetic agent; hence they are contrain-



dicated. Furt'h.er expeI'imental and clinical observation is 

advisable. 

of the height of the anesthetic field. 

Considerable experimentation has pointed out Reveral factors 

that j.nfluence the field height - limitation of th~j field 

l8 one of the prirne concerns of every technic e However it 

is done, the great preponderaL{~e of evidence is for limit-

ation at th,:; thorax or mid-thorax,. since the higher the 

anesthetic paralysis, the greater the fall in blood pres-

sure. Operations above this level hold too much danger 

of cardiovascular and respiratory collapse" 

(4) The administration nreoperatively of stimulating or 

hypertensive drugs. Caffeins, atropin, and pituitrin have 

proved of little value.. St:-ycrJIline is incorporated in 

spinocaine, but has little other use. Its beneficis.l effect 

is questionable. Epinephrine and ephedrine both should be 

of value as they act on the postganglionic fibers (the myo-

neural jundtions) to offset the paralysis of the pre-

ganglionic vasomotor fibers. Epinephrine has been the 

logest used; some extoll its action, others condemn its 

ef'fects as too trans i tory. Ephedl'ine has perhaps mOl'S ad-

herents, and more experimental evidence to s11pport its use. 

Nany clinicians use it routinely, claiming excellent results. 

The ql.H:;stion is raised by one surgeon whether mortality 

statistics bear out lts use - he claims they do not~ and 

that it should be abandoned: as a dangerous drug .. 
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(5) ThB adm.inl s tra tion Dreopera ti vely or coincidently with 

the operation of intravenous flutd. This has oeen found 

to be eff! cacious, but MUS t 'be used before the operation 

while the heart and vessels are physiologically normal,' or 

. must be given continuously throughout the operation. It 

is not been widely advocated clinically as a routine pro-

cedure .. 

filar by Labat and Koster it has been a part of nractically 

all technics as a measure to combat cerebral anemia. Some 

surgeons use the immediate Trendenburg, using it as soon 

as the anesthetic is injected; others use the delayed Tren-

delenburg, waiting until the drug becomes Itfixed lt
" Recent 

investigation brands the Trendelenburg position as actually 

harmful, endangering the patient. 

Treatment of present o~ iminent cardiovascular collapse 

is discussed under theRe six proceures, rationale again 

being the chief consideration: 

(I) The use of s timula ting drugs. l\.n1mon:;'a. or ether inhal-

ation gives a transitory rise; it is of va.lue 8nly as a 

supplementary procedure. Epinephrine may be given intr-

musculal~lYt subcutaneously, intravenously, or intI'8cardially. 

Usually it is adr1inistered intravenously in normal saline 

as a vehicle. Results are reported as excellent. Ephedrine 

is more often us ed. and is u.sually gi.ven intravenous ly. 

Experimental and clinical evidence show it to he of great 
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value, though one prominent surgeon contends it fails too 

often in a crisis. 

(2) The inhalation of oxygen, with or without carbon diox-

ide ~ This is highly recommended as a l"'a tional pr0cedure 

to combat anoxemia and respiratory depression, thus main-

taining blood pressure. It is stror~y advocated exper1-

mentally, widely used, and highly effective. 

(3) The use of artificial respiration. If respiration 

ceases, it is obviously imperative. Investigators claim 

it will eliminate most of the hypotension. It is a part 

of practically all regimes of cardiovascular shock treat-

ment" AeI'iation of the blood and resumption of more nearly 

adequate circulation result. 

(4) The use of fluid to increase the blood volwne. This 

measure is almost always used in this type of shock, saline 

or saline and glucose being employed. Experi~ent shows it 

must be continuous to be of any value, as the blood pres-

sure drops ~Nhen it is discontinued. 

(5) The use of' blood transfuston. Though volmne would be 

better retained by this method, the difficulty of arrang-

ing for it, the delay occaisoned. and the expense involved, 

together with the fact continuous administration is Impos-

sible, dismiss this measure as impractical ordinarily. 

of the Trendelenburg position. This is the 

most highly recommended emerg~ncy trBa.-t:ment of all, and though 

extolled clinically is condemned experimentally as useless. 
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